Wind Tunnel Certification

Four Levels:

1. i. Basic certification videos and Brightspace quiz (safety and basics based, 100% pass).
   
   ii. Gives access to the wind tunnel while being supervised by TA/level 4 person. Students must schedule time with someone who can supervise. Contact information will be available on Brightspace.

2. i. Requires 8 hours working with wind tunnel (all hours signed by TA/level 4 person) and then must pass an oral exam given by TA/level 4 person (application and use based). Must have a signed form verifying completion.
   
   ii. Gives access to the wind tunnel while only being supervised intermediately. Required to run all testing past TA/level 4 person before executing.

3. i. Two ways to achieve:
   
   a. After 12 (including the first 8) have been spent in wind tunnel and have been signed off, must pass oral exam (90% pass)
   
   b. After independently ran a least two experiments that were approved by TA/level 4 person, must pass oral exam (90% pass)

   ii. Gives access to wind tunnel with no supervision required. However, TA/ level 4 person on call.

4. Specifically for TAs, graduate students, and Endeavor employees. Level 4 can only be approved by Brad Rowland.